Surface is Required:

Except in areas where truncated dome
mix with natural color and broom finish
thickness, all concrete to be 3000 lb.
other sidewalk panels to be 4" min.

Note: Concrete ramp to be 5" min. thickness.

82c01 & 82c02
Adopt specifications
material to meet
Expansion joint

9. Reflective Application placed on top of existing ramp with drilled and epoxied
bolts. Epoxy full surface area per manufacturer’s recommendation.

8. Domes shall be parallel to the ramp so that the wheelchair wheels can

7. Any reflective application must have beveled edges on sides with approaching

6. Translated domes meeting the size and spacing shown shall be constructed

5. Where sidewalks are required, this plan shall be used at pedestrian

4. Sidewalk to be a minimum thickness. Ramp to be 5" minimum thickness.

3. Ramps shall have a non-slip surface by brushing transversely.

2. Expansion joint material to be in accordance with Article 82c01.

1. Expansion joint is to be placed where the new ramp or sidewalk joins

9. Translating domes meeting the size and spacing shown shall be constructed

6. Translated domes meeting the size and spacing shown shall be constructed

5. Where sidewalks are required, this plan shall be used at pedestrian

4. Sidewalk to be a minimum thickness. Ramp to be 5" minimum thickness.

3. Ramps shall have a non-slip surface by brushing transversely.

2. Expansion joint material to be in accordance with Article 82c01.

1. Expansion joint is to be placed where the new ramp or sidewalk joins

9. Reflective Application placed on top of existing ramp with drilled and epoxied
bolts. Epoxy full surface area per manufacturer’s recommendation.

8. Domes shall be parallel to the ramp so that the wheelchair wheels can

7. Any reflective application must have beveled edges on sides with approaching

6. Translated domes meeting the size and spacing shown shall be constructed

5. Where sidewalks are required, this plan shall be used at pedestrian

4. Sidewalk to be a minimum thickness. Ramp to be 5" minimum thickness.

3. Ramps shall have a non-slip surface by brushing transversely.

2. Expansion joint material to be in accordance with Article 82c01.

1. Expansion joint is to be placed where the new ramp or sidewalk joins

9. Reflective Application placed on top of existing ramp with drilled and epoxied
bolts. Epoxy full surface area per manufacturer’s recommendation.

8. Domes shall be parallel to the ramp so that the wheelchair wheels can

7. Any reflective application must have beveled edges on sides with approaching

6. Translated domes meeting the size and spacing shown shall be constructed

5. Where sidewalks are required, this plan shall be used at pedestrian

4. Sidewalk to be a minimum thickness. Ramp to be 5" minimum thickness.

3. Ramps shall have a non-slip surface by brushing transversely.